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1.

BACKGROUND &
BASELINE

1 Background: upgrading public transport
subsidies

The COVID-19 crisis can have a paradoxical effect on public
transport (PT) in Europe. The limitations imposed on mobility
during lockdowns and increasing concerns about the need to
keep some physical distancing thereafter have reduced
ridership to historical lows and this has had a tremendous
impact on PT’s finances (see here). But that same reduction in
traffic, which has translated into cleaner skies, less CO2
emissions, fewer crashes and less noise, has reinforced the
case –among public authorities and public opinion alike- for a
much more sustainable mobility in our cities and hence for PT.
So, and here is the paradox, today’s weaknesses of PT can be
the basis of its future strength, as it emerges as one of the
winners of the pandemic and consolidates itself as the
backbone of the mobility system in urban areas, especially in
Europe.
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1 Background: upgrading public transport
subsidies

The materialisation of this paradox will require, however,
important changes in the way PT is managed. These changes
will affect the whole operations of PT, but an overhaul in its
financing will be probably the unlocking factor. In
particular, the design and management of public subsidies to
PT will need to undergo substantial changes, optimising their
volume and structure to meet, simultaneously, two goals:
• Internally, to adjust to the growing budgetary constraints by
increasing demand through micro-incentives, and not
limiting such incentives to PT only
• Externally, to maximise the impact that PT is expected to
have in terms of equity (facilitating access to the less well-off)
and efficiency (contributing to reducing congestion and the
environmental impact of mobility)
Taken together, these are no minor challenges.
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1 Background: increasing shared mobility aligned with societal goals
Shared mobility schemes were also impacted by COVID-19.
Although during the first months of the pandemic all the
sharing models suffered a strong reduction of operations due
to general lockdowns. Interestingly, we can consider some
mobility services (like micromobility) as one of the winners.
The desired social distancing and the evolution of electric
vehicles’ features (e-scooters and e-bikes) allowed to see more
micromobility users on the streets. These options have
emerged as a crucial factor (aligned with the urge to foster
sustainable mobility) to drive users to PT in cities, increasing
ridership, and boosting multimodality.
Thus, it is required to integrate them with PT and understand
how micro-incentives can encourage citizens to use these
services as part of the global mobility offer that is, at the same
time, aligned with the cities’ policy objectives as regards
sustainable mobility.
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1 Background: making the most of corporate “mobility
budgets”

General discussions regarding urban mobility issues usually fall
on the need to improve PT or how to avoid the usage of private
(and more pollutant) cars in cities. However, the focus needs to
be broader by identifying the sources of daily mobility and the
main traffic generators, which are corporates and other
entities.
Traditionally, big companies have encouraged the usage of
private cars by allowing parking at the office buildings, or by
offering ”company cars” to some employees. Nowadays, such
corporate strategies need to be questioned, as corporates are
increasingly aware of the importance to decarbonise their
operations (going net zero) as part of their corporate social
responsibility (forget about greenwashing). Indeed, the everincreasing congestion in cities heads to higher commuting time
(link), which leads to loss of productivity and more emissions.
Corporates need to be ready to offer more commuting options
to their employees by managing mobility budgets that can
address these issues and offering more flexibility to their
employees in the type of transport used (more sustainable), as 7

1 Background: nudging sustainable last-mile logistics
The rise of e-commerce has been accelerated in recent times.
For instance, e-commerce exceeded 13,600M€ in Spain in Q2
2021, 13,7% growing compared to the previous year (link).
The new technology era has eased this growing trend allowing
citizens to buy the goods and services they need by using
online channels. The way logistics have rapidly evolved, where
consumers are now used to buy almost anything and get it
delivered at their doorstep in a few hours only, needs a
profound reflection from a sustainability perspective. A great
percentage of cities’ traffic jams are caused or worsened by
last-mile logistics, which generate more traffic and more
polluting emissions.
Analysing how micro-incentives can be optimized to boost
sustainable logistics (clean energy, multimodal logistics, etc.)
stands as a key factor to tackle the associated challenges to
improve last-mile logistics.
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1 Baseline: some literature on the concept of micro-subsidies or microincentives

https://factualconsulting.medium.com/the-beauty-ofmicro-subsidies-a-new-era-in-the-management-ofurban-mobility-7861595e9345

https://factualconsulting.medium.com/microincentive
s-a-game-changing-approach-to-nudging-forsustainable-mobility-behaviour-c1f69934396d

https://factualconsulting.medium.com/microincent
ives-a-case-study-for-barcelona-52d680bda2e1
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2.

OBJECTIVES

2 Objectives
We propose to launch a thought leadership study to get an overview of the potential of the idea of
leveraging micro-incentives to nudge more sustainable mobility in-depth analysing the following four
verticals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Public Transport
Shared Mobility
Corporate Mobility
Last-mile Logistics

The study will cover 5 European cities and analyse the prospects for reform to allow for the micro-incentives
concept (see here for a definition) to help nudge user behaviour towards more sustainable mobility, and the
required conditions for this to happen.
The study will be divided into 3 parts:
1. Key indicators based on primary and secondary research
2. Analysis of the impact of public subsidies and the potential of micro-incentives
3. Analysis of technical and regulatory constraints
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2 Objectives
1. Key indicators, primary and secondary research on:
• The volume of existing subsidies and funding strategies to the four verticals under scope and its
evolution in time, with a special focus on PT
• Analysis of the fare structure (modal fares, distance-based fares), fare recovery ratio, to give an
approximation to the evolution of fares and costs
• Types of subsidies, distinguishing between uniform and targeted subsidies, and among the
latter, identifying which groups of users are subsidised and with what amounts
• Management of subsidies: how are they determined and how often are they updated and
according to what criteria. We will check also whether there is a systematic evaluation of the
impact of subsidies
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2 Objectives
2. Analysis of the impact of subsidies and of the potential of micro-incentives to nudge
behaviour change towards more sustainable mobility (in the context of the ongoing
implementation of MaaS solutions):
• Equity: identifying who benefits/who loses from micro-incentives
• Efficiency: understanding how micro-incentives contribute to reducing the externalities caused by
road mobility (congestion, road safety, air quality…), distinguishing between urban, peri-urban
and inter-urban areas
• The operational efficiency of PT: who bears the risk of changes in effective demand, whether the
operator or the public authority
• The operations of private transport operators (whose users may be eligible for micro-incentives)
• The connections between shared mobility and public transport: analysis of win-win models
• The role of micro-incentives for corporate mobility as a component of CSR (going net zero), and a
tool to attract new clients, retain talent, and generate increased loyalty by companies with a large
customer base
• Micro-incentives to more sustainable logistic operations
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2 Objectives
3. Analysis of technical, legal, and regulatory constraints for an effective implementation
of micro-incentives
• Analysis of the technical constraints that Public Authorities and Corporates may face to
effectively implement and manage micro-incentives programmes
• Analysis of new ticketing and payment systems (especially account-based systems) linked with
micro-incentives
• Analysis of the financial aspects (particularly in the countries in scope) linked with microincentives and their taxation
• Analysis of legal aspects linked with the need to process data to implement and monitor
eligibility criteria for micro-incentives, deep dive into the GDPR and other national regulations
for data privacy
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3.

METHODOLOGY

3 Methodology
• Primary and Secondary research:
• Extensive literature review
• User surveys in each participating city to understand the key levers for behavioural
change, suitability of incentives, promising use cases, not well addressed mobility needs
(understand gender aspects, equity, etc.)
• Surveys to PTAs and PTOs, corporates, logistic and delivery companies, shared mobility
operators
• Interviews with 10 experts in the area of mobility, subsidies, and behavioural nudging
• Cooperation and zoom-in minimum 5 (European) cities/metropolitan areas (to be defined)
• Workshops with experts in each participating city
• 1-to-1 and individual workshops with sponsors to co-define the research scope
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4.

CALENDAR
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4 Calendar
The approximate duration of the project is 8 months
Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Month 7

Month 8

Kick-Off Meeting
1.Literature review
2.Interviews with experts
3.Surveys (PTAs, PTOs, etc.)
4.Workshops in cities
5.User surveys
6.Final report
7.Internal presentation
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5.

OUTCOMES
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5 Outcomes
Highlights:
•
•
•
•

Analysis of the current and potential impact of micro-incentives in 5 different
cities in Europe, including a Cost Benefit Analysis
Experts’ vision on the role of micro-incentives and their potential in the four
verticals analysed
Vision of PTAs, PTOs, Corporates, logistic operators, and shared mobility
operators on the impact of micro-incentives
End users’ opinion on the extent to which micro-incentives could change their
mobility behaviour towards sustainable mobility, as opposite to private car-based
mobility
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Marketing & Outreach:
•

Impact F2F presentation of the study’s main conclusions (Executive Summary) at a
dedicated event @ Tomorrow.Mobility 2023 Barcelona

•

Online Dissemination Event: dedicated chapter of EIT UM Talks

Deliverables:
•

Executive Summary to be disseminated publicly (professionally formatted, <15
pages), hard copies to be distributed during the public presentation event

•

Extended Report (< 50 pages) available to sponsors only
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6.

SPONSORSHIP
MODEL
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6 Sponsorship model
Funding model: research co-sponsored by several partners*
GOLD partners: 30K fee
SILVER partner: 15K fee

IRF members get GOLD at SILVER fee

*

GOLD partners get the Extended Report + Customised, private report (10 slides approx.) on roadmap & recommendations for leveraging micro-incentives
aligned with the partner’s strategy + Half-day In-company workshop and presentation of the study results by the authoring team + Raw data from the
surveys + choosing of location/venue for the public presentation of the study + Maximum visibility of logo in all communication materials as Gold partner
SILVER partners get the Extended Report + 2-3 hours dedicated online presentation and discussion of the study results with the authoring team + 2nd level
visibility of logo in all communication materials as Silver partner

// Factual Invoicing to sponsors: 50% at project launch + 25% after Month 4 + 25% after project conclusion
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Victor Moyano
victor@factual-consulting.com
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